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In modern socletj, public libraries have a powerful educational
and cultural influence on business and industry. Regardless of size*
public libraries in the United States, Great Britain and Canada are
constantly showing an extraordinary interest in proTlding the
essential materials for business and industirial communities*
Public library business and industrial resources and services are
being utilized more and more by labor. Industry and small business as
well as by the layman. Consequently, the knowledge acquired by way
of these services and resources enables people to ccunmunicate better
through their writing, speaking and thinking about current and ulterior
motives*^
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that
public libraries began to focus special attention on the businessman*
The first business branch of a public library was opened in Newark,
New Jersey in 19C4. Here, in a conveniently located public library,
the businessman was able to use the financial services, business
periodicals, city, telephone and trade directories and various other
business books* Shortly after this, other city librarians realized
that this type of service was very in^ortant to the businessman and
^ose Vainstein, *1960 Highlights in Public Library Service to
Business," Library Journal. TJtXlVI (March 1, 1961), 950*
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they began to develop similar collections. By 1939> & total of 20
libraries had this special service available.^
In order to make sure that the appropriate business and industrial
materials az« handy, librarians spend a large amount of their time on
materials selection. For exaiqple, the Lane Public Library Industrial
Advisory Committee of Hamilton, Ohio, meets four times a year with the
library's leading administrative officer and the director of adult
services. The Committee is made up of people from the major business
and industrial establishments and its primary duty is to suggest
business and technical books that will best fulfill the needs of the
community on both a management and enployee level. The Ferguson
Public Library in Stanford, Connecticut, has employed a former special
librarian to interview the librarians of metropolitan business and
industrial establishments to acquire knowledge of their needs, resources
and services. This individual relationship serves to advance communica¬
tion between libraries in the community, to inqprove book selection
methods and to promote and make better the total area's service to
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business and industry.
There are hundreds of questions relating to business and industry
which have to be answered by the nation's public liluraries. Well
^Harlan C. Manley, Business and the Public Ltbrarva Steps in




trained librarians are used in answering these questions bj waj of
their proficient use of books, oagazines, newspapers and other librarj
iresourees. Books and other materials not immediately available are
secured through interlibrary loan*^
As requests for the use of the library's facilities increase,
librarians have been asked to plan exhibits idiich would broaden and
increase the use of general reference resources by business and industrial
communities. The twenty-month Denver Tri-County Reference Service
Project of Denver, Colorado, is an example of such a plan in action.
This plan serves to bring information to the patrons of the public
libraries in the three counties encoiq>assing the Denver area. The
pecuniary sources for this plan were federal and state funds uddch were
supplemented by the reference collection of the Denver Public Library*
Eventually, this plan is to become self-sufficient due to the financial
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contribution of each cooperating agency.
Other programs designed to render service to business and
industry are in motion at the Fresno (California) County Public
Library, for other counties in the immediate area, and in Springfield,
Kissoxirl, for librarians in the southwestern part of the state. Tele¬
type service has been introduced to inqprove communication between
regional centers and the state library and ultimately to give better




Agencj had great success with this new service. The staff of the
agenc7 found that interlibrarj loan services had a phenoiaenal increase
in one year. These noteworthy programs were not only begun for the use
of the businessman and industrialist, but also to improve and extend
the efficiency and effectiveness of reference services to business
and industrial communities.^
The role of the state library in meeting the reference needs and
assisting l^e business and industrial establishments in research has
bec(»ne quite prominent. The South Carolina State Library Board is
meeting these needs by having conferences to discuss the business
reference services of the state. The Charlotte and Mecklenburg
County (North Carolina) Public Library was designated as the place
for the conferenciB by reason of its proficient and mature business
reference service. The representatives attending the conference
talked over the selection of essential business reference materials,
proeedrures used in advancing the services and the part the library
2
plays in attracting and serving business and industry.
In order to maintain and enhance the leadership role, the
South Carolina State Library Board advises its librarians to confer
with the Board's full-time reference services librarian, in choosing




libraries. In addition, the State Agencj has prepared a list which
contains titles of basic books that would be helpful to small business*
These titles iDa7 be borrowed on interllbrarj loan or the list maj be
used as a selection manual*^
In searching the various indexes and periodicals, several
studies related to the public library*s service to business were located.
This study, however, does not purport to analyze these studies, but
only to cite them as being significant research done in this area. A
survey made by the Amerlean Library Association was reviewed in the
Library Journal*^ This review condenses the results of the American
Library Association's Science, Technology and Business Committee of
a study of the readiness of the many diverse commercial, financial and
statistical services in numerous large and medium-sized public libraries.
Another survey which was made imder the direction of Dr. J. Elchard
Stephens, Professor of Marketing at Florida State University, pujrported
to study the different ways in which research and manages&ent information
is made available to small business*^ A thesis done by 6. L. Baush on
the Business Library of Philadelphia gives suggestions for a possible
business branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia, as shown by the
^bid.
Richard J. Neuman, "Commercial, Statistical and Financial Services
in Public Library Collections," Library Journal. I2X1V (November 1, I960),
3939-a.
^ainsteln, op. cit.. 953.
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success of other business branches in eleyen other cities*^ C^raldin^LCrano's
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master's thesis was on Public Library Seryice to Small Business. Wirt
Fairman made an Examination of the Potential Library Seryice to Business
and Industry in Fort Wayne. Indiana*^ M. H. Houlroyd made a Sunrey of
the Sources of Business Information Used in 1951-52 by Graduates of
L
Hamilton High School in Offices at Trenton. Hew Jersey and Vicinity.^
Harriet Laubach made an analysis of Library Service to Business. Labor
and Industry; Its Development at Princeton. Akron and Pittsbtirgh. ^
N« £. Schryyer made a study of the History of the Business Information
Bureau of the Cleveland Public Library.^ Finally, M. L* Twining
L. Baush, "Business Library for Philadelphia" (unpublished
Master's thesis. Graduate School of Library Science, Drexel Institute
of Technology, 1950)*
^Geraldine Crano, "Public Library Service to Small Business"
(unpublished Ifeister's thesis. School of Library Science, Kent State
University, 1951)*
^irt Fairman, "Examination of the Potential Library Service to
Business and Industry in Fort Wayne, Indiana" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Library Science, Kent State University, 1954)*
H* Houlroyd, "S\irv^ of the Sources of Business Information
Used in 1951~52 by Graduate Students of Hamilton High School in Offices
at Trenton, New Jersey and Vicinity" (unpublished Master's thesis.
Graduate School of Library Science, Drexel Institute of Technology, 1952).
Harriet Laubach, "Library Service to Business, Labor and
Industry; Its Development at Princeton, Akron and Pittsburgh" (un¬
published Master's thesis. Library School, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, 1952).
E. Schryver, "History of the Business Infomation Bureau of
the Cleveland Public Library" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of
Library Science, Western Reseirve University, 1950).
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examined the Program of Investigation Undertaken In Advance of Establish¬
ing the Business and Labor Service in the Akron Public Library.^
From the preceding information, one can readilj see that
public libraries throughout the eountr7 are developing many different
kinds of programs, services and resotirces for business and industrial
communities. The endeavor here has been to introduce and acquaint one
with a few of the more recent and diverse aspects of services rendered
by public libraries regardless of sise or budget. Service to business
and industry is an important phase of the library's current program




The purpose of this study is to make an analysis of 52 periodical
articles related to public library service to business and industry
published from 1949 through 1961. It traces, chronologically, ^e
trends, problems, ideas and attitudes relating to public library service
to business and industry. These dates were chosen in order to get
adequate and current coverage of the literature in this area of public
library service.
k study of this kind is significant in that it brings together
L. Twining, "Program of Investigation Undertaken in Advance
of Establishing the Business Labor Service in the Akron Public Library”
(unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library Science, Kent State
University, 1954)*
O
^Vainstein, op. clt.« 954*
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reports of e^erimental efforts, difficulties encountered and con¬
clusions reached relative to public library service to business and
Industry. With more of the public libraries of today recognizing the
need to broaden their pjrograms to serve business and industry more
efficiently, a thorough discussion and review of the opinions and
theories concerning public library service to business and industry are
both vital and significant if public libraries are to reach their goals
successfully.
Methodology
The International Index to Periodicals.^ Business Periodicals
Index.^ Industrial Arts Index.3 Readers* Guide to Periodical Literattire^
and Library Literature^ were searched for references to articles on
public library service to business and industry from 1949 throxigh 1961.
Library Literature^ was the primary guide to the periodical literature
for this thesis because it was found to contain all of the articles
needed for this analysis that were listed in the o.ther indexes. The
^International Index to Periodicals.... 1949-196lj A Cumulative
Author and Subject Index to a Selected List of the Periodicals of the
World. (New York: H. W. Wilson, 1916- ).
^Business Periodicals Index. 1956-1951 (Hew York: H. W. Wilson,
1953- T
^Industrial Arts Index. 1949-1957» Subject Index to a Selected
List of Engineering, Trade and Business Periodicals, Books and Pan^)hlets
(New York: H. W. Wilson, 1913-1957).
headers* Guide to Periodical Literature, 1949-1961 (New York:
H. W. Wilson, 1905-
^Library Literatore. 1949-1961} A Supplement to Caimon's, Coii9>iled
liy the Jtmior Members* Bound Table of the American Library Association
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1921- }.
^bid.
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headings "Businessman and the library," "Service to business and
industry" (this heading first appeared in the 1952-54 cumulative issue
of Library Literattire) and "Industry" were checked for articles
appearing during the period from 1949 through 1961. The entries
appearing from 1949 through 1961 totaled lOOj but only 52 of these
were available and used for this study.
The periodical literature analyzed, appeared over a period of
13 years. The yearly distribution of the 52 articles fluctuated
throughout the 13-year period. The largest number of articles, six
or 11 per cent, appeared during 1951 and 1954* lu 1949« 1952, 1953
and 1956, the number of articles totaled five for each year or 10
per cent. The total number of articles which appeared in 1959 and i960
was £o\xr or eight per cent. For 1955 and I96I, there were three
articles or five per cent of all the articles treated in the study.
The smallest number of articles> two or four per cent, appeared in
1950, 1957 and 1958. Table 1 shows the yearly distribution of the
52 articles among the various periodicals*
Slightly more than half of the articles treated appeared in
the following four professional, nationally circulated periodicals:
22 or 42 per cent appeared in the Library Journal, three or six per
cent in the Wilson Library Bulletin and Special Libraries and one or
two per cent in the AIA Bulletin. Twelve or 23 per cent of the articles
appeared in state library association bulletins from Massachusetts,
Illinois, Tennessee, Texas and Michigan. Such publications as Assistant
Librarian. Library World. Asllb Proceedings. Librarian and Book World
TABI£ 1
IEA.RLI DISTRIBUTIC^I OF 52 ARTICLES PUBLISHED, 1949-1961
Periodical 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1953 1959 I960 1961 TOTAL PER CENT
Library Journal 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 • • 1 ♦ • 3 3 3 22 42
Wilson Library
Bulletin • • • • 2 1 3 6
Special Libraries • • • • 1 • • 1 1 • • 3 6
ALA Bulletin 1 1 2
State Publications^ 2 1 • • 2 1 1 1 3 ♦ • 1 12 23
Other Publications'^ 1 • • 2 1 1 • • 1 2 1 • • 1 1 • • U 21
Total 5 2 6 5 5 6 3 5 2 2 4 4 3 82 100
Per Cent 10 4 11 10 10 11 5 10 4 4 8 8 5 100 • •
^Includes publications from Massachusetts, Illinois, Tennessee, Texas and Michigan,
^Other publications include Assistant Librarian. Library World, Aslib Proceedings. Librarian., and
Book World and Library Association Record,
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and Library Aasoelation Record are Included in Table 1 as other
publications and totaled 11 or 21 per cent. The periodical articles
ranged from one to nine pages in length.
Table 2 shows the professional identity of the authors of the
literature analyzed in this study. Most of the writing was done by
librarians: 43 articles were written by public librarians, three by
special librarians and businessmen, two by industrialists and one by
a unlTersity professor.
TABLE 2
professional IBENTITr OF THE AUIHORS
OF THE PERIODICAL ARTICLES
Positions Number
Public Librarians .. ...... 43
Special Librarians ........ 3




In order to facilitate systematic recording, check sheets based
on the subjects discussed in the 52 articles were made. At the top of
each sheet, the name of the author, title, the periodical in vdiich the
article appeared and the date were recorded. These data were the basis
of the discussion of the general characteristics mentioned above. Since
the subjects fell under one theme, one form was used to analyze each of
12
the 52 articles which discussed public library service to business.
The following topics were used to analyse these articles: (1) services,
(2) materials, (3) cooperation, (4) technical procedures, (5) administra¬
tive procedures, (6) personnel and (7) clientele. Each topic was
discussed in one or more of the articles treated in the study (see
Appendix A)*
CHAPTER II
LITERAIURE ON SERVICES TO BUSINESS AND INDUSTRI
The literature on public library serrice to business and industry
included: Discussions of services in terms of (1) growth, (2) organization,
(3) types, (4) registration, (5) circulation, (6) reference, (7) biblio¬
graphic, (S) public relations, (9) interlibrary loans, (10) photo-
reproduction, (11) teletype, (12) extension service, (13) locatioivand
(14) results from services; discussions of materials in terms of (1)
sources, (2) types, (3) selection, and (4) duplication; and, discussions
of cooperation between public libraries and businesses, libraries and
local government. Technical procedures were discussed in terms of
classification and cataloging. The literature discussed administrative
procedures in terms of rules and regulations, and revealed shortages in
library personnel. Clientele was mentioned in texms of types of
businesses, occupations, sex and geographic location. Three articles
contained bibliographies listing recent books of interest to business
and industry,^ business books of 195d-59>^ and business and industrial
books worth noting.^ These bibliographies are valuable guides to
business and industrial information and useful as indices of the
Walter E. l^ers, "Recent Books of Interest to the Small
Businessman," Illinois Libraries. XXXV (November, 1953)> 384-89
%ose L. Vormelker, "Business Books: 1958-59," Library Journal.
LXXXIV (May 1, 1959), U07-09.
^Leonard Freiser, "Group Registration and Service to Industry,"
Library Jottmal. LXXXIV (NoveBAier 1, 1959), 3370-71.
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literature at the time they were coiqpiled.
Services
An enormous amount of time, energy and training is involved in
making public library resources and services adequate and easily
accessible to business and industry in the Uxiited States and Great
Britain. The following discussions will analyze some of tbe.liaqportant
aspects of these services in vaidous public libraries. Some of these
services are expensive and some are economicalj however, all require
some talent and some planning ability. Table 3 shows the niu^er of
articles related to the various aspects of the business services of
public libraries as treated in the articles included in this study.
TABLE 3
ARTICLES BEIATED TO SERVICES
Topics Number of References
Reference ..... 23
Public Relations 26
Results of Services ............ 3
Interlibrary Loans 7
Photo-reproduction 7











Growth. — Four articles discussed growth of public librar7
serrlces to business and industry. One article gave a brief chronological
history of the development of technical services in public libraries in
Ikigland. In 1920, Sheffield, England, opened the Joint technical and
commercial library; the Manchester Library followed in 1922; the
Birmingham Library in 1924; the Edinburgh Library in 1932 and the
Leicester Library in 1936. It was not until after World War II (1939*
1945) that industry and scholars became aware of what libraries had been
discussing for the last few years and were prepared to accept, welcome
and in some Instances demand technical library service.^
Another article explains how population shifts due to industrializa¬
tion have increased the demand for public library service to business and
Industrial communities. An exanple of this situation is found in DeSalb
County, Georgia, idiere the public librarians found that the new patrons
who have used public libraries in other industrial areas e^ect similar
services. Theire was a 57 par cent increase in boirrowers and a 70 per
cent Increase in circulation. This vast influx of people necessitated
a new library building, a new location and an enlargement of other
2
branches*
Growtii of business service over a 50-year period was discussed
^1[athleen Eggleston, "Growth of the Technical Side of Public and
College Libraries," Library World, I2I (December, 1959)> 105-08*
%argaret Kerr, "Relation of Industrial Growth to Library Services;
Public Library," SLA Georgia Chapter Bulletin, III (December, 1957),
A4*^6.
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by Rose Vainstein. She mentions the pioneers of this service such as
Stephen Ward, Peter Cooper, Andrew Carnegie and.John Cotton Dana. The
latter helped develop the first business service in the Newark Public
Library in 1904* After World War II, there was so much enphasis on
this service that the American Library Association published a booklist
of 500 business books. Business leaders recognized the necessity of a
study of the consumers' wants and with the focus of attention on the
human element, a large number of books, periodicals and.other materials
were published and devoted to the study of personnel management and
industrial relations. Some special services were also developed*^
Alma C. Mitchell pays tribute to the pioneers of the business
service for thelast 50 years. She Includes Marian Manley as one of
t^e persons more recently responsible for the growth of this service.
Marian Manley was librarian at the business branch of the Newark Public
Library until its 50th anniversary in 1954* An older pioneer, John
Cotton Dana, is mentioned as a person who anticipated the future
growth of the library movement in industzy by his interest in organizing
the Special Libraries Association. In spite of the phenomenal growth
and the interest of responsible individuals, there is still room for
improvement and expansion of services.^
Organization. -«• Two articles contain discussions of the
^rian C. Manley, "Economic Well-Being," Library Journal. IiSCIX
(May 15, 1954), 893-99.
2
Alma C. Mitchell, "Newark's Business LibraJTr," Special Libraries.
ILV (November, 1954), 390-91.
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organization of business serrices. George Chandler of the Liverpool
Public Librar7, in England, gives is^iortant points to be considered in
organizing a oomaerelal libraiy service as demonstrated by various
public libraries in England. The organization and extent of this
service would depend upon the clientele, size of the library and its
collection and local needs*^
The second article reveals the prevailing practice in library
organization. Many public libraries established a separate business
department in the main library building. Such a plan of organization
is widely used vdien the main library building is in the business
district. Libraries have found this method to be economical and
simple to operate. Where space is limited, libraries have used a
special section or ailcoverin the circulation or reference department
2
for this special business service.
Registration. — Only one article contains a discussion of
registration service. The Crandall Public Library in Glen Falls,
New fork, began a group registration plan, in keeping with National
Library Week, in 1959* in order to give better service to business and
Industry. All of the industrial firms with more than 100 eiqployees were
contacted and asked to join the plan. Conferences with personnel
managers and foremen were held attherplants to explain the plan. The
^George Chandler, "Public Library and the Business Community,"
Librarian and Book World. XL (June, 1951), 121-22.
^Edward H. Fmner, "Business Service in Public Libraries,”
Special Libraries. XLIV (July-August, 1953), 222-27*
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Crandall Librar7 Issued library cards iiqprinted with the company
name to all employees regardless of residence. The puzpose of the
plan was (1) to reach non-library users, and (2) to make the entire
industrial community aware of the library*s resources and serrlces
and feel welcome to use them. This plan created good public relations
for the library and as a result of the efforts of the personnel of this
library, 16 companies Joined the Crandall Public Library Industrial
Program. The library delivered over 6,000 library cards to participating
firms Just before National Library Week in 1959*^
Types of services. — Six articles were concerned with types of
services rmtidered to business. Richard J. Neuman mentioned Hausdorfer* s
Handbook of Commercial, Financial and Information Services (New York:
Special Libraries Association, 1956) idilch he used to list types of
business services in a survey questloxmaire.^
The second article includes descriptions of types of services
in the South Bend (Indiana) Public Library and the Omaha (Nebraska)
Public. Library. The business and technical department of the South
Bend Public Library lists the dally Dow Jones closing averages. The
Omaha Public Library received an immediate response from the city*s
leading bank and advertising agency when a lead newspaper article made
reference to the newly acquired Dun and Bradstreet Million Dollar Directory.
Without delay, the local bank and the advertising agency requested
^Preiser, op. cit.
Neuman, op. cit.. p, 3939.
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information on the Omaha, Nebraska listings included in the directory.
This is an exas^le of what can happen when the public library publicizes
its services and resources*^
L. Jacklin, a British librarian, reported on the technical
service in a small library system in England. Demand for technical
service in public libraries was created by the expanding industrial
population and the growth of technical training courses. To m.eet this
demand, a small collection of technical books was assembled in the
Scunthorpe (England) Public library*^
The last airtiele contains a report on future technical library
services in England. D. J. Urquhart of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research found from inquiries that very few public
technical libraries fulfill the minimum requirements for adequate
technical service. The minimum requirements for adequate technical
service include proficient technical librarians and technical library
collections which contain at least the Chemical Abstracts, the Engineering
Index and 100 technical periodicals. In order to fulfill these
requirements and meet future Industrial needs adequately, Urquhart feels
that futuz*e public technical library services should be based on the
technical college libraiy service. In other words, Urquhart feels that
the public technical libraries should have conpzahensive technical
collections and trained technical librarians which would ultimately
^ainstein, "Vfhat’s New in Public Library Service to Business,"
op. cit.
^L. Jacklln, "Specialization in a Smaller System," Assistant
Librarian, LIII (November, I960), 213-16.
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improve the technical service. These are characteristics of the
technical college libraries. If the public technical libraries do not
develop the high qualitj of technical service which is characteristic
of the technical college libraries, the latter will become public
technical libraries. The author anticipates an increase in demand for
technical education and literature vdiich the existing public technical
library collections cannot fill. Criticisms and suggestions relative
to this speculation are given by professional personnel from technical
schools, libraries, businesses and industries. There were many
professional people who approved of this plan and gave sxiggestlons for
instituting it. Others feltthat the plan was not totally feasible.^
The Business suid Commerce Department of the Detroit (Michigan)
Public Library launched an "Investment Know How Service" in the spring
of 1950. Four lectures by local speakers were presented on financial
security. This particular service was successful and has been undertaken
with fruitful results by other public libraries. In 1955» the "Investment
Round Table" w^s launched. Topics discussed in these meetings included
"An Appraisal of the Dow Theory of Stock Market Forecasting" and "Stock
for Growth Income Safety." Basic reading lists covering all sublets
discussed were coii;}iled and made available to patrons of the Detroit
Public Library System. A supplementary list was pi^vided in the
^D. J. Urquhart, "Future Public Technological Library Services;
Should a New Public Technical Service be Based on the Technical Colleges?"
Aslib Proceedings. VIII (February, 1956), 23-37«
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Business and Commerce Department for those who wanted to do additional
reading. Attendance for this program averaged around 24* Participants
were made aware of the i^soorees of this business library and particularly
its holdings on inrestment subjects. Perhaps, such a program is partially
responsible for the increase in the number of people in the lower income
brackets participating in the stock markets*^
The liiTerpool (England) Technical Library introduced the Postal
Borrowing Serviee and the Documents Bulletin. These serrices are the
first of their kind to be offered by a British Public Library} however,
they have their counterparts in some American libraries. The Postal
Borrowing Service enables a firm to borrow one book or periodical at
a time. This library sends the material to the firm through the mail.
A charge of one potuid per year is collected to cover overhead costs
for this service. The monthly Documents Bulletin lists all the govern¬
ment and technical reports found in the library and summarizes the most
important articles appearing in several hundred technical periodicals
of general interest to industry.2
Circulation. — Two articles mentioned circulation briefly. The
first article was about the newly acquired industrial periodicals which
O
the Ashland (Ohio) Public Library circulates for seven days.*^ These
William S. McKenna, "Investment Hound Table," Library Journal.
LXmi (May 1, 1957), U52-54.
2
George Chandler, "Liverpool Technical Library} A Survey of the
Use Made of Its Services," Aslib Proceedings. VII (Noveidber, 1955), 259-6S.
%omer L. Fletcher, "Increasing Service to Business," Wilson
Library Bulletin. XIXIII (September, 195S), 44*
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acquisitions enhanced coverage of the periodicals included in the
Industidal Arts Index and Increased circulation statistics. The second
article reported that the Eirstein Public Librazy in Boston^ Massachusetts,
circulates 900 books per month and serves 1,000 people per month*^
Reference, " There were 2B articles which discussed reference
services. Telephone reference service and Information service are
included under this topic. Seven articles mention telephone service,
seven articles contain descriptions of information service and 14
articles contain reports on reference services in general. The first
article on telephone service mentions the telephone as a means of
2
distributing information or answering questions; the second article
reports that 100 telephone reference calls were handled ly the Eirstein
Memoirial Public Business Library in one day;^ and the third article
reports on the acquisition of the New York City Telephone Directories
from 1873 to 1955 on microfilm at the Montague Reference Department of
the Brooklyn (New York)Public Library which helps genealogists and
tracers for banks, insurance companies and business flnns.^ The
next article contains statistics regarding telephone reference service
at the Grosvenor Public Library in Buffalo, New York. During the
organization and development of the Business and Labor Department, this
%illiam Phelps, "Profits in Free Books," Massachusetts Library
Association Bulletin. XLIV (Januazy, 1954)# 20-22.
^Elizabeth Ferguson, "Business Reference Service-Is It So
Difficult?" Library Journal. UUZ (May 15, 1954), 889-92.
^Phelps, op. cit.
^ainstein, "What's New in Public Libraiy Service to Business,"
op. cit.
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librarj answered 4^069 telephone requests*^ The Chicago and Los
Angeles Public libraries have also used the telephone quite successfully
in answering queries*^
The Chicago Public Library made excellent use of the services
of the telephone in its participation in the first United States
International Trade Fair held in Chicago, August 7-20, 1930. Telephones
connected the main library with the library on the fair grounds. This
device enabled librarians to secure pron^tly cuirrent information from
the Custom House Giiide. Exporters* Encyclopedia. Kelly's Directory and
various polygot and foreign language dictionaries. The Illinois Bell
Telephone Coo^^any furnished directories for over 30 cities*^
The Chicago Public Library reported that it has answered 60,000
telephone calls in one year. The business department filled many of
these requests by consulting patent records, government docxuaents and
daily newspapers.^
The first article on information services mentions the Cleveland
Public Library and its Business Information Bureau which is conveniently
Elizabeth L. Dorsey, "Blue Print for a Sciyice," Library Journal.
LXXU (May 15, 1954), 900-03
%ose Vainstein, "Public Library Service to Business," Library
Journal. UUM (Va^ 1, 1959), 1402-06.
^Irene H. Peterson, "'Working Library* Operates at First U. S.
International Trade Fair in Chicago," Library Journal. 12X7 (November 15,
1950), 1971.
%uriel E. Perry, "Library Service to Business," Illinois Library
Association Record. H (December, 1948), 20-21.
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located in the dowitown business area.^ Rose Vormelker of the
Cleveland Public Library considers the following as iiqportant acurces of
business information: trade directories, dictionaries, encyclopedias,
statistical abstracts, yearbooks and biographical tools*^ Marian
Hanley of the.U* S. Department of £d\u:ation considers the Bulletin of
the Business Information Bureau Issued by the ClevelandTPcblic Library
as being a valuable source of business information.^ Gene Bradshaw,
a businessman, reports on another businessman's successful sales as a
result of getting sales information from the local library*^ Alma C.
Mitchell, librarian for the Public Service Electric and Gas Coiq>any in
Newark, New Jersey, mentions the Newark Public Library's Business
Literatui’e as an ii^ortant source of business information. This
publication brings to businessmen and wcssen a monthly guide to business
information*^
The Leeds Public Library in Leeds, England, houses the Civil
Information Bureau idrich is used by students as well as businessmen.
This bureau handles the^commercial and technical services of the Leeds
Library. Also, in the Dudley (England) Library, the c<mmiercial
^Rose L* Vormelker, "Business Library Within a Public Library,"
Special Libraries. XLII (April, 1951)* 128-32.
%08e L. Vormelker, "Can the Public Library Serve Business,"
Librarian and Book World. XL (June, 1951)* 125-26.
^Manley, "Economic Well-Being*" op. cit.
^ene Bradshaw, "Public Library and theBusiness Man," Texas News
Notes. ZXV (October, 1949)* 156-57.
^Mitchell, OP. cit.
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services are provided by the Civil laformation Bureau. These services
are all located in the central library.^
In the last article, Elizabeth Dorsey gives some exan^les of
information requested at the Grosvenor Public Library in Buffalo,
New York. The following requests were handled by this library:
(a) ideas on how to conduct a sales conference, (b) information on
the National Labor Belations Board decisions and (c) the identity of
a manufacturer*^
One article on general reference services was by an insurance
librarian who gives some single rules for reference service in public
libraries. These rules were ccopiled from questionnaires sent out by
the Institute of Life Insurance to public libraries. The following
rules are recommended:
Understand the question, don't pre-judge, search
resources at hand and failing, look for leads to
additional sovirces, a book or magazine that may be
borrowed or the name of a key authority or association
or a series of census figures*
The answer might be in the form of telephone information, the loan of
printed matter, free material or photostat or knowledge of a central
source which could be eonsilLted by wire or letter. In order to curtail
e^ense in answering questions, the staff member should use the positive
approach by adopting a cooperative flexible attltude*3




Another article also contains rules or procedures for answering
reference questions. Hose Vonoelker of the Cleveland Public Librarj
points out that the staff has to be faudliar with business tenoinologjr
as well as the bookman's tools*^
British libraries are serving the reference needs of their
businesses and industries with great enthusiasm. Eighteen public
libraries in the north and midlands regions of Sigland have separate
technical and commercial reference services; even the medium-sized public
libraries are becoming concerned about the reference needs of their
commercial and industrial communities.^
The Hull Librazy, in Hull, England, has a current infozmation
file which has been quite usefxil in answering reference questions. This
file contains pamphlets, leaflets of ephemeral nature, press and newspaper
clippings and is especially useful as a source for ctirrent information
on economic topics, such as the cost of living, wages, production and
enployment,^
Hose Vainstein, of the U* S. Department of Education, noticed
from ntimerous publicity releases and library literature that public
libraries are having great success with their general reference
programs for bxxsiness and industry.^ The Evanston Public Library in
\ormelker, "Business LibraryWithin." op* clt.
%» Orwin Hush, "Industrial Service," Library Journal. LXXVIII
(November 15, 1953), 1968-71.
^J. Biims, "Industry and the Public Library in Kingston-Upon-
HuU," Asllb Proceedings. V (February, 1953), 9-15*
Vainstein, "Public Library Service to Business," op. cit.
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Illinois helped businessmen b7 locating a chemical substitute for
the main Ingredient of a hair preparation in a book of chemical sub¬
stitutes and formulas; the cure for ice clogging in water pipes was
found in a technical magazine (electrically ignited thermite}.^
Rose Vainstein highlights the role of public libraries in
support of scientific and technological Inquiry. Infoimation,
reference and related services should be expanded and enphasis and
priority should be given to those aspects of ireference services which
will help attain and maintain public library goals and objectives.
The Seattle (Washington) Public Library is achieving these goals by
anticipating the needs and processing information for the Boeing
Corporation before it is requested. The requests vary from reference
questions on engineering specifications and standards to meet contract
requirements to assistance in checking patent records, market prices
for zinc and how to build a model rocket. Other libraries working
toward these goals include the Indianapolis (Indiana) Public Library
2
and the New York State Library*
Philip Parish of the Omaha (Nebraska) Public Library gives some
suggestions for broadening the scope of reference services in libraries
without large collections. Select industrial and commercial concerns
^Andre S. Nielsen, "Its Good to be a Librarian," Illinois
Libraries. XXXVIII (April, 1956), 66-68.
%ose Vainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Inpact on
Public Library Resources and Services," Library Journal. LXXXVI
(July 1, 1961), 2417-24.
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and contact their associations; find out ^at they publish, how they
define their particular businesses and whether they have specialists
on their staffs. File this information in a notebook and also give
it to Kiwanis Clubs and Lions Clubs. Other suggestions include
consulting the Directory of Special Libraries published by the Special
Libraries Association, and the "Index to Special Collections" in the
American Library Association Directory. These reference procedures
can be used until the gaps in the collection are filled.^
The Newark Business Library is^iroved its reference services by
sending out questionnaires to major business concerns requesting their
current information needs and which library hours were most suitable
for service. Hary P. HcLean, a member of the staff of this business
library, comments on the irole of a business library. The business
library should act as a clearing house or contact point of information.
The staff should be aware of all outside sovirces of information, other
2
libraries, trade associations and government agencies*
Mildred Lathrop of the Elgin (Illinois) Public Library suggests
the use of the Directory of Special Libraries in order to consult other
libraries to answer queries. Other reference sources useful in answering
queries include Ayers Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals. The Bankers*
Encyclopedia. "Market Data and Directory Number", census reports and
Philip Parish, "Search in Research," Library Journal. LUX
(November 1, 1955), 2440-41.
%ary P, McLean, "Serving Business," Library Journal. LXXVII
(November 15, 1952), 1935-38.
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business magazines such as Nation*s Business. Printer*s Ink, Fortune,
Industrial Marketing, Business Week. Editor and Publisher and Changing
Times.^
The Brooklyn Public Library in its effort to introdxice the
library to the small businessman has given the restaurant proprietor
suggestions for better displays, the beautician new ideas on interior
decorating and a prospective restaxirant owner many books and pamphlets
on opening a small business. The Information Bureau of the Cleveland
Public Library fills requests according to the following types of
information: special facts and figures, how-to-do»it type, literature
searches and compilation of bibliographies, research type and conference
3
type.
The Elgin Public Library in Illinois filled requests for
population facts for cities, the climate of various cities, cost of
living, railroad facilities, addresses of manufacturers of certain
products and the directors or presidents of certain companies. Quick
reference sources such as the Thomas* Register. Standard Advertising
Register and telephone directories were used to answer many of these
questions,^
Slildred G. Lathrop, "Elgin Public Library Service to Business,"
Illinois Libraries, mvill (June, 1956), 134-35.
2
Alice Bellamy, "Small Business Is Our Business," Wilson Library-
Bulletin. XXV (April, 1951), 626-27.
^ormelker, "Business Library Within...," op. eit.
^Lathrop, op. cit
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Bibliographic services. — Six articles discussed bibliographic
services. The Brooklyn Public Library decided to use one issue of its
quarterly bulletin to list books and pamphlets related to small business.
Such an idea was beneficial to the community, a means of attracting new
members to the library and a chance for the businessman to become
familiar with the special business services through the use of his local
library. The list was in three parts; Organization and Management,
Retail and Service Establishments and material available at the Business
Reference Library (trade magazines, directories and tax services). Each
major division had subsequent subheadings such as choosing a business,
record keeping and control and government control and the regxolation
of small business*^
Another source of bibliographic mterial is the Bibliographic
Center for Research at the Denver (Colorado) Public Library vdiich has a
card catalog listing materials from 30 libraries.^ In 1949, the Kalamazoo
(Michigan) Public Library distributed three booklists called Newsletters to
members of the Chamber of Commerce, the Junior Chaisiber of Commerce and the
Foremen's Club.^ The first booklist included materials on stocks and bonds,
government aids for business and labor information and the next two
^Bellany, op. eit.
\eith G. Brown, "Need for Co-ordination between Public and
University Libraries €uid Special Libraries of Corporations," Texas
Library Journal. XXVIII (March, 1952), 17-22.
%illiam Chait, "Kalamazoo Public Library Serves Its Business
Community," Michigan Librarian. X;VI (March, 1950), 11#
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booklists included technical publications and selling information.^ The
Cleveland Public Library used a part of its Business Information Bureau
Bulletin to list materials on automation and the Nashville (Tennessee)
Public Library's Business Information Service issued a list of materials
2
in its publication. Business News.
The Pruyn Public Library of Albany, New York, prepared short
booklists which were distributed to the members of the Junior Chamber
of Coimneree and included materials on real estate and office management*
The Akron (Ohio) Public Library prepared a booklist for the Ninth Anniial
Secretarial Conference of the National Secretaries Association. The
Des Moines (Iowa) Public Library made well selected lists of films,
books, magazine articles and paiq>hlets on Intei^ewing and the Cleveland
Public Library published an annotated list of books on scientific
research development. Other libraries in Pomona, California and Grand
Rapids, Michigan, regularly sent postcard notices and/or made telephone
calls in order to inform interested patrons of new books, reports and
films in their various fields of interest. The Toronto (Canada) Public
Library Initiated, in 1959> a bi-monthly index to some 30 Canadian
business and technical periodicals. This service is on a subscription
3basis and includes an annual cumulation.
The proposed National Lending Library of Science and Technology
^bid.
Hanley, "Economic Well-Being," op. cit.
%ainstein, "What's New in Public Library Service to Business,"
op. cit.
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in England will cos^ile annotated booklists and make available for use
more periodicals and literature from foreign countries. This library’s
technical bulletin will contain lists of titles of periodical articles.^
Public relations. — In order for piiblic libraries to serve
business and industry^ they must make their services and resources
knovm to these business and industrial concems* Host public libraries
represented in the literature have some type of public relations service
and have used some type of communication medltam to publicize their
se3rvice8. The number of articles which discussed public relations or a
part of this service totaled 26*
Several methods are used at the Cleveland Public Library to
publicize its services and resources. Some of these methods include
meeting with various business, industrial, professional, civic and social
groups. This library cooperates with these groups in displaying
exhibits on current subjects, writing articles for commercial, professional
and local newspapers and periodicals and it publishes special booklists
relative to holidays, special weeks or isonths. Also, its official
bulletin. Business mformation Sources, has been the most successful
public relations venture. Many corporations, library schools, and
colleges have used this periodical as a guide to matezlals. Thirty-
eight states, Alaska and Hawaii and Id foreign countries are on the
mailing list for this publication. The public relations value of this
business branch has been enhanced by its location in the commercial
33
district and its private quarters. This library's strong public relations
service has made coimaercial and trade associations, corporations,
societies and individuals feel quite close to this library*^
Muriel £. Perry of the Decatur (Illinois) Public Library suggests
that the library send sales nanagers (library personnel) to call on
businessmen to explain available services. She enq}hasizes mail
advertising, personal contacts and channeling new information to
interested persons i«lthout W3d.tlng for requests*^
A representative of the International Ladies' Garment Workers
Union suggested that the libjrary assist in worker education programs
and arrange Labor Day exhibits.^ Various libraries in Illinois are
using this idea by placing posters and book exhibits in plants during
Labor Day week.^
Rose Vainsteln suggests that publicity should be continuous and
specific and advantage should be taken of all coaanunieation media. Many
public libraries have used local newspapers or magazines to publicize
their services and resources. The Miami (Florida) Public Library had
an article in the Metropolitan Miamian, a monthly publication of the
Miami (Florida) Dade County Chamber of Commerce* The Enoch Pratt
Public Library (Baltiinsre, Hazyland) prepares a weekly booklist for




the financial page of the Baltimore Evening Sun.^
Other libraries preparing booklists include the Toledo(Ohio)
Public Library, the Akron (Ohio) Public Library and the South Bend and
Indianapolis (Indiana) Public Libraries. The District of Columbia
Public Library has even compiled a list of films and filmstrips on
telephone courtesy, sales inflati(»i and other aspects of business. A
newsletter is another means of informing the businessman of what's new
in his field. Such letters are being used by the Omaha (Nebraska)
Public Library, the Denver (Colorado) Public Library and the Hartford
(Connecticut) Public Library. These publications usually highlight
new books and services and are issued bi-weekly, monthly or at quarterly
intervals. Mailings are free to local business and industry. A few
libraries charge a nominal fee of $1.00 per year particularly when
out-of-twon requests become too numerous*^
Lectures and discussion programs are firequently and effectively
used. The Fort Worth (Texas) Public Library and the Chamber of Commerce
sponsored a discussion program titled "Our Town** This was a series of
panel discussions in tdiich e3q)erts presented information on what the
city has, what it needs and how it might meet these needs. The library
exhibited futixre plans for the city of Forth Worth and books related to
the panel discussions.^
^Vainstein, "Public Library Service to Business," op. cit,
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Helen C. Goodmani of the William Beaumont Anogr Hospital
Library in Vermont, gives some publicity techniques used by public
libraries to catch the interest of the businesses in Vermont. These
public libraries iise space in Chamber of Commerce bulletins with eye¬
catching phrases to begin articles. Some articles give brief life
insurance facts and their sources. Another device frequently used
to show the businessman that the public library can serve his business
needs is the printing of noteworthy business reference questions in
the local newspaper. The public libraries of Vermont advocate this
continuous advertising in order to convince businessmen that the
library is a community information center*^
Keith Brown of the Texas Library Association suggests that
libraries make circulation rules and regulations clear to the public.
They should let the business clientele know whether some reference
books and periodicals can be borrowed by individuals of corporations.^
Paul Wasserman of the Brooklyn Public Library encourages public
libraries to dramatize, display, advertise and sell their services to
individual business proprietors; booklists must be circulated and special
collections should be effectively assembled and featured.3 Andre S.
Nielsen suggests that the public library find out what the local business
^elen C. Goodman, "Bids for the Businessman," Library Journal.
LXmi (November 15, 1952), 1956-57.
%rown, op. clt.
^Paul Wasserman, "Public Library Iii$>licatlons of Industrial
Mobilization," Library Journal. LXXVI (February 15, 1951)> 271-72.
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needs are, concentrate on that tTpe of material and let industries and
businesses know what the library has on hand that can be of use to them*^
Elizabeth Fryer of the Business Library of Nashville, Tennessee, suggests
that libraries seek out community groups azzi get their interest and
p
support for the library.*'
Library personnel at the Gail Borden Public Library in Elgin,
Illinois, have found it very necessary to advertise the extent of their
services. They constantly receive telephone calls asking if a certain
question may be answered over the telephone.^
The Brooklyn Public Library, in its effort to introduce the
library to the small businessman, set up posters and displays in 'the
branch libraries. One poster was reproduced and placed on the cover
of. the quarterly pubUcation. A booklist was prepared along with 5>000
tnrow-away folders which contained an abridged list. Local businessmen
were personally interviewed and given significant Information about the
library*s small business project. Communication media were also used
effectively. The exhibits were supposed to have lasted six days but
some branches extended them from one to three weeks longer. This was
due to the unusual public response*^
^Andre S. Nielsen, "The Librarian*s Relationship to the Man in
Industry," Illinois Libraries. IXrVIII (June, 1956), 137-38.





Another library's public relations techniques aientloned were
those of the downtown Detroit (Michigan) Public Library which houses
the Business and Commercial Dlyision. This library has offered
information tours to acquaint businessmen and women with the resources
and special services of this division. The Rochester (New Tork) Public
Library helped establish a closer and more effective service program
with business and industry through the Industrial Management Council of
the local Chamber of Commerce. The Pomona (California) Progress Bulletin
carries a boxed advertisement from the public library's business and
industry division. The advertisement gives the telephone number of the
library and lists a few well selected titles in boldface type with
provocative headings such as "Are lour Communications Showing?” and
■Tools and Techniques for Sales Management.” The Indianapolis Public
Library made use of its anniversary by emphasizing and describing
services to businesses in the anniversary issue of its bulletin. The
Miami (Florida) Public Library's business librarian made several
television appearances to advertise services and the library's weekly
radio show included a "plug” for business service*^
The Kalamazoo (Michigan) Public Library staff enhanced the use
of its collection by accepting invitations to speak to service clubs
and women's groups to inform them of the available services in the
local public library for business people. The Newark Business Library,
^ainstein, "What's New In Public Library Service to Business,”
OP. cit.
during its fiftieth anniversary celebration, issued the Business Branch«
a 75’*page pamphlet which described the existing collection and the
methods by ^diich its use was facilitated.^
Brice Carter of the Technology Department of the Carnegie Xdbrary
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, found from a reply from a research engineer
that the reason the engineer did not use the public library was that he
did not know of the many valuable services provided by the library. This
engineer esiplained that men of his profession are doubtful about where
to turn for technical help. In order to erradicate this dubious feeling,
Cairber suggests the establishment of a sustained public relations program
on the national and local level. Such a program would publicize the
liq}ortance of public libraries to business and industry. This program
would include displays and exhibits at industrial and scientific
meetings, publishing attractively Illustrated and informative articles
in national scientific and technical magazines, making bibliographies
and lists of materials aimed at engineers and scientists, using radio
and television time tiiat local stations would release to promote
library use and understanding and industrial services offered by the
public library.^
The Grosvenor Public Library of Buffalo, New Tork, in its
organization and development of the business tmd labor department.
^hait, op. cit.
2
Brice Carter, Jr., "Problems of Libraries Working with Engineers,"
Library Journal. UUIV (May 1, 1959), 1418-19.
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distributed leaflets describing the collection and services to colleges
and universities, labor organizations, libraries, the local Chanber of
Commerce, government offices, and local business organizations. The
local conmunlcations media also gave some type of description of the
services of this department. The monthly bulletin of the Chamber of
Commerce even carried a feature story. Public meetings on business
subjects were also held to promote use of services.^
The Ashland (Ohio) Public Library, in its effort to increase
service to business and Industry gave separate news releases on books
and other materials received in the library that would be of interest
to business and industrial personnel. Each release pointed out the
fact that the library was striving to keep pace with the even changing
tempo of scientific and technological progress in the fields of
immediate concern to the locality*^
The Rutland (Vermont) Public Library sponsored a series of
weekly small business clinics idiich were called the "Rutland Plan.”
The Rutland Herald was used to advertise and introduce this plan to
the public. The purpose of this plan as stated in the local paper was
to bring ideas, suggestions and practical help to all clinic members,
regardless of their business, the products they made or sold or the




two months. Persons attending the clinics were asked to bring their
products and display them until the series was over. The products
exhibited Included handicrafts in wood, weaving, photography, plasties,
gardening, soil testing kits, dog tags, leather goods, metal plating
and snow shoes. The library displayed books and paiiQ)hlets on all
phases of small business from its collection. New patrons learned for
the first time that the library could help them with their business
ventures. The U. S. Department of bommeree, the New England Small
Business Association, the Vermont Development Commission and the Vermont
Bureau of Industrial Research were interested enough to have their
representatives attend the clinics. Information came from many sources,
the Federal Government and its departments, various well known business
organizations and institutions in the city and throughout the state*^
The Business and Commerce Department of the Detroit Public
Library, in its effort to help investors, distributed a group discussion
calendar which described all of the reading and discussion groups which
were to be held in the coming spring. Spot newspaper announcements
enphasized the type of people desired for these groups and that the
discussions would be chosen with these people in mind. These articles
also advised the advanced students of investment tAio intended to attend
these meetings that they should read at least one of the books on the
reading list so that a common basis for discussion could be established*^
^arl William Hull, "Rutland, Vermont Public Library Aids Small
Business Clinics," Library Journal. LX!XItf (November 15, 1949), 1740“41»
^McKenna, op. elt.
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Mary P* McLean gives numerous publicity devices used by various
public libraries. The Ne>«ark Business Branch sends letters to newly
organized businesses and to those which have opened new branches. These
letters contain a brief picture of the library and show how it can serve
their business needs. The library's bulletin keeps it in the industrial
eye. This bulletin includes an annotated bibliography of materials on
a subject of current interest such as pensions or an annotated list of
such vital information tools as industrial directories and marketing
guides. Exhibits and displays may be used either in the library or in
coxmectlon with trade fairs, conventions or institutes. The Newark
Business Library uses its display windows for exhibits representing
various associations such as Foreign Trade Council, National Secretaries
Association and the National Association of Cost Accountants. This
library has memberships in various business associations and library
staff members attend the meetings of these associations. Clinics, held
in this library on business problems, were addressed by government
officials and other eminent businessmen. Local newspapers, general and
trade periodicals, talks to various groups and radio programs are also
used to publicize this library's services and resovirces*^
Similar publicity techniques are used by other public libraries.
The Steele Memorial Library in Elmira, New York, distributed booklists,
gave book talks, made checklists of books received by local businesses
%cLean, op. cit.
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from their associations, set up book displays at trade fairs and
participated in conferences. The Mount Vernon (New York) Public
Library, in response to a request from the Jewelry Industry Council,
put on a Jewelry display and furnished information concerning silTer*
Jewelry for the displays was supplied by various silver manufacturers.
This library also participated in the Home and Industry Show sponsored
ly the Chamber of Commerce and displayed books on the relationship of
industry to home-making.^
Dean E. Madden, vice president of the Cash Value Manufacturing
Corporation in Decatur, Illinois, gives some suggestions for informing
business and industry of public library servicest get more community
support by using citizens advisory committees from industry, agriculture,
labor and the educational fields; get businessmen to read and write
reviews of new books; compile and use a mailing list to find out what
books are of interest to business people; send out reviews of current
books and speak before serrice clubs telling the story of the available
services. Other suggestions include the use of displays representing
a sufficiently organized and easily accessible collection; the use of
a drive-in service to circulate and return books and a newsletter with
a return card which would facilitate the acquisition of books in demand.
A call card could be utilized to let the readers know iidien to pick the
books up. For free delivery of books and materials, such organizations
^Ibid.
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as the Gray Ladles, Junior Welfare or the Junior Chamber of Commerce
could be utilized,^
The Chicago Public Library used many publicity devices >dien it
paarticipated in the first U. S. Inteimational Trade Fair in Chicago in
1950. This library exhibited books on travel, the arts, crafts,
literature and music of the visiting countries. Booklets were prepared
by the library which described the business library and its services.
Lists of materials on commerce and merchandising were printed for
distribution along with an older list on salesmanship. While visiting
the business library at the fair, the foreigners received e3q>lanations
concerning the library's services and answers to other inportant questions.^
The Kirstein Public Library of Boston, Massachusetts, uses a
display window which is familiar to all business people. The exhibit
is changed once a month. Such items as Commercial and Financial Chronicle.
an investment magazine containing stock questions and answers dating
back to I872, and the Moody Manuals are frequently displayed.^
The Indianapolis Public Library used posters, television
announcements and mall aimouncements to publicize its "Investors Forum."
Also its bi-weekly. Cue to Business, kept the patrons informed of the
progress of the series and advertising matter and booklists were pre¬
pared in the library's print shop,^
^Dean E. Madden, "Speak Up - Industry Will Listen," Illinois
Libraries. XXIV (June, 1952), 222-27.
^Peterson, op. cit.
^Phelps, op. cit.
^R. L. Roberts, "Investor's Foirum," Library Journal. LXXXV
(November 1, I960), 3936-3S.
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N. Orwin Bush encourages librarians to ylsit firms in the
business area to discuss means of greater cooperation in making library
serrlces available. The Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research suggests that public libraries in Great Britain set up exhibits
designed to encourage industry to use their libraries.^
Bose Valnsteln suggests that public libraries publicize their
resources and services through booklists, displays, exhibits, newspaper
stories and newsletters.^ Bose Vormelker encourages public libraries to
send representatives to business conferences to hear about matters that
are of great concern at the moment and to become members of various
unions and business associations. This would arouse intellectual
curiosity and counter’-act the businessman's reluctance to visit a public
library.^
Interlibrary loan service. — Interlibrary loan service is
another is^ortant part of the public library’s program. Interlibrary
loan plans are firmly established in British libraries. In 1932, the
Sheffield (England) Library formed an organization, as a result of
demand, for the interchange of technical information. This plan is
known in library circles as SINTO. The collections of the libraries
which participated in this plan were to be supplemented by books and
periodicals in the Sheffield University Science Library and the
%ush, op. clt.
%ainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Iii9)act...," op. clt.
Vormelker, "Can the Public Library...," op. clt.
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industrial establishments such as the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research. In 1951> London and the Home Counties led the
vaj by forming a scheme to create additional sources of technical
Information by establishing interlibrary loan services between 10
public libraries and ei^t technical colleges. Subject union lists of
members* holdings were assigned and all the libraries had their own
specialized subject collections in idiich they were expected to buy all
newly published material automatically. In 1953« the Liverpool Public
Library, in England, set up Interlibraxy loan services with the Depart¬
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research Library. This plan gave the
businessman and industrialist access to 30,000 technical books, most of
which were recently published. The proposed National Lending Library
of Science and Technology is supposed to loake available for use more
periodicals and literature from foreign countries*^
N. Orwin Rush reported on the interlibrary loan service estab-
listed in Sheffield, England, which was mentioned above. J. P. Lamb,
city librarian in Sheffield, also writes about this service.^ The
Kingston Library in England receives materials on interlibrary loan




•'J. P. Lamb, "Libraries and Industry," Library Association Record.
LI (December, 1949)* 376-82.
^Binns, OP. cit.
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Dean E. Hadden suggests a city wide union catalog system so
that books may be utilized through interlibrary loan by all libraries*^
Two public library systems reported on expediting interlibrary loan
procedures and making them more efficient. R. £. Harston of the Lutton
Public Libraries in England encourages the reorganization of activities
at the information bixreatix and the National Central Library and the
cutting of routines to a minimum to achieve a saving in time for inter-
2
library transactions. The Oregon State Library is etxpediting inter-
library transactions by publishing a number of selected booklists which
include books and periodicals on forestry, timber identification and the
structure of wood*3
Photo-reproduction. — Photo-reproduction, in its many forms, has
successfully and effectively been used by various public libraries to
get information to business and industry accurately and rapidly. In
spite of this fact only seven articles discussed this topic*
The Liverpool Public Library in England has the Bibliography of
Industrial Mining on microfilm, the New York Times in microprint and makes
use of the epidiascope* Tills library also shows documentary films to
members of the business community*^
^Madden, op. cit.
E. Harston, "Public Library and Industry," Library World,
LVH (June, 1956), 207-09.
^Vainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Inpact...," op. cit.
Chandler, "Public Library and the Business Community," op. cit.
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The Hull Libraiy in England laakes use of the photocop7 and the
microfilm in borrowing materials from other libraries.^ The Illinois
State Library maintains a photostat service and lends projectors as a
part of its supplementary services.^ The District of Coliunbia Public
Library uses films and filmstrips in serving its business clientele.'^
This library has coo^jiled lists of films and made them available to the
business and Industrial commtmity.^ The Cleveland Public Library has
publicised its photostat service idiich it considers quite valuable to
the businessman.^ Rose Vormelker points out that films, mlcrocards
and pictures are ia^ortant sources of business information.^
Teletype service. — Public libraries recently instituted tele¬
type service in order to communicate information more rapidly. Two
articles mentioned this service in public libraries. The Racine
(Wisconsin) Public Library uses the teletype to connect it with the
Milwaukee (Wisconsin) Public Library which speeds the location
and loan of materials not found in the Racine collection and assures
borrowers of a wider selection of materials than either community could
provide individually or independently. 7 Other libraries using this
^Binns, op. cit.
^‘erry, op. cit.
^ainstein, "Public Library Service to Business," op. cit.
4vainstein, "What*s New in Public Library Service to Business,"
op. cit.
^Fletcher, op. cit.
Vormelker, "Can the Public Library...," op. cit.
7
Vainstein, "What’s New in Public Library Service to Business,"
op. cit.
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service include the Missouri State Library and other major libraries
of the state and the Manchester Library in England >diich is able to
contact libraries and institutions in the locality as well as other
European libraries.^ The establishioent of an international tele¬
type service in public libraries to give users speedy access to
information in any major library would be a constructive and valuable
contribution to public library service to the businessman.
Eactension service. — Four articles describe extension sez*vices
such as book stations and bookmobile services. The Indianapolis Public
Library began extension service to business and industrial firms in 1933*
This service developed rapidly during World War II and survivied post¬
war Industrial improvements. This library now circulates books in 11
local business euid industrial concerns; seven of these are library
stations and five of these industrial concerns utilize the bookmobile
service. A station contains 500 books supplied by the library, adminis¬
tered by public library personnel and located within an organization
other than the main library or its local branches to serve exclusively
the members of this organization. The stations are inclixied in the
public library's budget and the library is responsible for selecting books
which meet the requirements of the members. Other responsibilities
include transportation of books and other materials essential to the
^ose Vainstein, »1960 Highlights in Public Library Service to
Business and Industry," Library Journal. LIXVI (March 1, 1961), 950-54*
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proper care and use of the books.^
The Eli Lilly Hanufactuxlng Con9)an7 of Indianapolis, Indiana,
was one of the first firms to request this special service for its
employees. Other conpanies with book stations include the Indiana Bell
Telephone Company and L. S. Ayres and Coopany, a large department store.^
The procedures for service in the book stations correspond to
those of the branch library, on a smaller scale. The employees are
registered, books are circulated and requests are filled even if the
resources of the main library are required. A rotation system is used
in which certain books are taken from the shelves and replaced with
new titles along with some older books. The collection always reflects
the special Interest of the business or industrial organization. Current
labor publications are standard materials for all industrial stations.
Also, materials pertaining to an employee's work are necessarily avail¬
able. For occasional highly specialized requests, the technical
librarian from the central library is consulted.^
Book stations are located in places easily accessible to the
e]q>loyees. One was placed in the hall near the cafeteria and another was
placed near the recreation room and the elevator. The books were placed
in book cases which could be locked tdien the station was closed. The
Catherine Bailey, "Book Stations for Plants," Library Joximal,




operating hours varied according to the working hoxirs, breaks and lunch
periods. A staff member from the central library sometimes alternated
with a staff member of the conqjany* s research library. The extension
service department of this library system (Indianapolis Public Library)
maintains a staff of three senior librarians, a Junior clerk, two
pages and a department head. The department!has its own collection vdiich
includes mainly business books in special demand, fiction and popular
non-fiction. Ifeusy of the books are purchased in duplicate and exchanged
with various stations. Some standard business and technical books may
be purchased permanently for a book station if there is great demand*^
The Chicago Public Library also makes small book collections
available to employees of local businesses. It serves such businesses
as Marshall Field, House Finance Corporation and Hart, Shaffner and
Marx. 2
The Dekalb County (Georgia) Public Library uses the bookmobile
to serve its expanded siu'bTirban industrial public*^ The chairman of
the Decatur (Illinois) Public Library has had requests from business
officials asking the library to offer bookmobile service to factories
and to leave deposit collections in factories*^
^Ibid.




Location of services. -- Only three articles briefly discussed
this topic. Location of business services is an important part of the
organization of a public library system. Geographically speaking, most
of the larger business branches are situated in the business and
industrial community. Organizationally speaking, public business
libraries run the gamut from a full*fledged separate business branch or
department to ccmbinations with labor. Industry, science, commerce
and insurance. The two laost popular procediires for organizing a business
service appear to be coiMnations of business and technology aiul business
and industry.^
Bose Vormelker presented two schools of thought regarding the
location of business services from two public library systems. The
first is related to the oldest business branch library in the United
States. The Newark Business Branch stressed availability of current
materials and primarily quick reference information. The staff relied
upon the main library for some materials and the great libraries in
New York for detailed research. This library was able to develop its
own procedures without the help of other libraries. This independence
permitted the flexibility of rules and regulations. The second business
branch, the Business Information Bureau of the Cleveland Public Library,
is housed in a large building in the downtown business district. This
library planned, prepared and established theobjectives and procedures
of this business branch. As a result of the location of the library and
^Vainstein, “Public Library Service to Business," op. clt,
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the business department, this llbrazy can serve its special clientele
e3q)editiousl7, efficiently and effectively by using the immediate
collection and the materials in other divisions of the library. The
public relations value of this business branch was enhanced because of
its location in the business comunity emd its private quarters.^
The British libraries also believe that the business services
should be located in the commercial and industrial areas. G. Chandler
of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research mentions one
public library that is in the business district. The Liverpool Library
is in an area of national and international instirance coiiqjanies, banks
and.shipping firms*^
Organizationally speaking, British libraries have combinations
of business services similar to those in American libraries. The Leeds
Library has the technical library combined vith the civil service
bureau. The Dudley Library has commercial services and technical
services ccmibined with the civic information bureau. All of these
services are housed in the central library.^
Results from services. Most of the public libraries which
tried to improve collections and services, acquaint the business
commimity with resources and services or to get the cooperation of
other libraries, businesses and industries received fruitful results
^ormelker, "Business Library Within...,« op. cit.
Chandler, "Public Library and the Business Community," op. cit»
^Ibid.
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from the efforts of their personnel. The Brooklyn Public Library had
to print extra copies of its bulletin t«hen the local colleges and the
business organizations responded to their efforts to inform the business
community of the library's services*^
The ayerage attendance for the "Investment Round Table" conducted
by the Detroit Public Library was 24* The members of this discussion
group were made aware of the resources of this library and particitlarly’
its holdings on investment subjects. The public response to this pro¬
gram demonstrated civic Interest in public library services.^
The "Investor's Forum" conducted by the Indianapolis Public
Libraiy obtained good publicity for the library and provided a greatly
appreciated program for scores of potential library users*^ For the
first 15 months of operation, the Business and Labor Department of the
Grosvenor Public Library in Buffalo, New York, answered 4>069 telephone
questions and 8,304 readers came into the department*^
The Rutland (Vermont) Public Library's "Rutland Plan" attracted
the attention of business and industrial associations throughout the
5








in Increasing the use of its materials and inQ>roving the collection b/
acquiring the financial assistance of local businessmen*^ Other libraries
>diich acknowledged the cooperation of local businesses in the form of
financial assistance include the Cleveland Public Library, the Elmira
(New York) Public Library and the Business and Economic Department of
the Enoch Pratt Library in Baltimore, Maryland*^
The Chicago Public Library operated a business library at the
first U. S. International Trade Fair and received expressions of
surprise and then approval from the public. Foreign visitors expressed
interest by asking questions, recording names of reference works and
selecting other materials idilch they might purchase later. Such
international enthusiasm and friendliness proved that people all over
the world are similar in their desire for knowledge of business books
and materials and information which will help their enterprises*^
Materials
Materials in the business and industrial fields are obviously
necessary and io^ortant for a successful commerciaJ. seirvice. This fact
is illustrated by the 31 articles which discuss this topicc<(see Table 4)*
Sources of materials. — Nine articles were related to sources of
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Paul Wasserman recommends national, state, local government agencies
and the Cleveland (Ohio) Business Information Bureau's Bulletin as
primar7 sources of materials iidiich would keep the industrialist abreast
of the current industrial literature*^ The Dudley Library in England
had material donated free to the Civic Information Bureau by national
organizations*^ Dean £. Madden, a manufacturer, suggests collecting
books from the community, sort them and keep the ones that would
in^rove the collection.^ Various business firms have books, cozporation
contracts and catalogs on corporation products to give to the public
library.^
Vasserman, op. cit.




Gifts have helped avtgment the size and improve the qualit/ of
science and technology collections. Some examples of this would include
the Longview (Washington) Public Library which purchased approximately
200 books from a memorial fund to one of the city*s early pioneers and
the Whittier (Csdifomia) Public Library which received a gift of $500
from the Rotary Club for the purchase of science books to include
reference titles. The Longview Public Library acquired books in
the fields of mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, geology,
aeronautics and conservation.^
The Cairo (Georgia) Public Library* s only business collection is
a memorial which was a gift from the local bank in memory of a former
con^jany president. From a special membership among companies, the
Rochester (New York) Public Library received money which was used to
purchase several inportant business publications including a sub¬
scription to annual cospany reports on microcard and a microcard
reader. The San Diego (California) Public Library began a special
collection on the history of aviation. Local aircraft firms are being
solicited for mateiials such as early catalogs and any other material
which woTild add significantly to the library's collection of printed
books and periodicals on this subject*^
The Scunthorpe (England) Public Library pixrchased books for
its newly established technical student's library service from a
^ainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Inpact.op. cit.
Srainstein, "What's New in Public Library Service to Business,"
op. cit.
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special fund for this service and collected other materials from firms
and organizations both local and national.^ The Hull (England) Library
received a large collection of trade catalogs as a result of an appeal
to 26 trade associations.^ The Brooklyn (New York) Public Library
obtained ephemeral materials from the U. S. Department of Commerce and
other commercial concerns for the purpose of assisting the Introduction
of this public library to the small businessman.^
The Ashland (Ohio) Public Library made an agreement with certain
local business concerns to subscribe to the Industrial Arts Index if
they would allow the library to pick up their discarded periodicals
Included in the index. The library contacted six of the largest firms
in the city and received 23 periodicals which were included in the index.
These acquisitions gave good coverage of the ^periodicals of use to local
industry and those indexed in the Industrial Arts Index. When this
index was separated into the Applied Science and Technology Index and
the Business Periodicals Index in 1958* this library subscribed to both
indexes.^
Types of materials. ~ Twelve articles discussed types of
mterlals included in public business library collections or the types






exanples of business material that should be in public library collections.
The library should have general and economic data on its city, state
and region. City telephone and state industrial directories, the state
legislative manual, the local newspapers, the district Federal Reserve
Bank’s Monthly Economic Review and the state and local Chamber of
Commerce bulletins are all indispensable tools. An annotated list of
sources of business information is given in this article which includes,
handbooks, marketing aids, statistical aids, directories and books on
accounting, banking, insurance, finance, business administration and
other related topics.^
Margaret Kerr of the Dekalb County (Georgia) Public Library
mentions some materials that are in constant demand. There is a
large demand for technical periodicals and materials on automation,
atomic energy and electronics.^ Philip Parish mentions the Life
3
Insurance Factbook as a sotirce of i]q>ortant business information.
The Hiall (England) Public Library’s collection covers a
discerningly wide range of subjects. The technical collection contains
materials in the pure as well as the applied sciences and works on
numerous other subjects including law, finance, trade, economics,
transportation and industrial management. Some literature is provided
Parian C. Manley, et al., "Library Materials for Service to




in all classes; however, materials in each subject are acquired
according to local demand and need. Also, Industrial materials are
added to the collection in proportion to an industry’s iii9)ortance to
the city. This library is a depository for British patents which
date from the 17th century. The library has recently placed an order
for the Standards of the American Society for Testing Katerials.
Directories (350) are now available and shelved together near the door
for the convenience of the quick reference inquirer. Professional and
trade directories, telephone directories of the United Kingdom and
foreign trade directories of nearly 30 countries are included in the
collection.^
The Chicago Public Library, which serves both labor and management,
includes in its collection patent records, government documents, daily
newspapers from 100 cities, 200 business periodicals and 1,500 on
related subjects, telephone directories and union journals.^
In;}ortant materials held by the Kirsteln Public Library in Boston,
Massachusetts, and used frequently by businessmen include the Commercial
and Financial Chronicle, an investment magazine containing stock
questions dating back to 1872, and the Moody's Manuals which cover
subjects on industry, government, public utilities, banking, finance and
transportation. This library has a collection of 30,000 volumes which





The Grosvenor Public Library (Buffalo, New York) in its effort to
improve its collection has subscribed to more than 200 magazines.
Other materials now available include government and state publications,
ephemeral materials such as pamphlets, newspapers, corporation reports,
san^le house organs, national union constitutions and sample contracts
and other miscellaneous materials.^ The collection of the business
branch of the Cleveland Public Library contains newspaper clippings, in
progress research reports, current releases and announcements from
official bodies and other materials which make the commercial and financial
2
services valxiable,
Andre S. Nielsen gives suggestions for the type of book stock
that should be a part of the business collection of a public library.
The library should place books in the library which pertain to the
different industries that are prominent in the local area. If funds
are short, the library should use materials from lending libraries and
other neighboring libraries. He encourages periodic weeding of technical
materials in order to assure accuracy and currency of material.^
Elizabeth Fryer of the business branch of the Nashville Public
Library cites some essential materials which the library can supply the
businessman with such basic reference tools as dictionaries, atlases,
almanacs, indexes, biographical tools, news media, the Bible and other
^Dorsey, op. cit.
^Vormelker, "Business Library Within..*," op. elt.
3
^Nielsen, "The Librarian's Relationship..,," op. cit.
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materials.^ Keith Brown of the Texas Library Association suggests the
use of the CBI and the Union List of Serials and other similar tools for
answering quick reference questions.^
Mildred G. Lathrop of the Gail Borden Branch in Elgin, Illinois,
cites some standard tools which are often used by businessmen: Moody*3
Stock Survey, Moody* s Bond Survey. Standard and Poor*s Outlook, Wall
Street Journal. Commerce Clearing House tax guides. Congressional Index
and Kipllnger*8 letters. Directories, business encyclopedias, census
reports and many other business periodicals are also hearily used*^
Selection. ~ The establishment and effective use of sound
material selection policies are very Important for the public library
if the patron is to receive full benefit from public library resources
and services. Book selection policies for most large city public
libraries are determined primarily by the size of the clientele, the
library and its proximity to other soxirces providing business information.^
Also, the special needs of the eity*8 industrial development and the type
of library organization in effect already, would help determine book
selection policies.^







affect material selection: (1) public demand, (2) cost of indiridual
titles and (3) personal interests of the library staff. The professional
literature rerealed that many libraries rely heavily on published revieirs
in the :n.elds of science and technology when selecting materials. There
are many booklists and purchasing aids from which one could selectively
and economically acquire a working collection of business books.^
Information Sources for Small Business published by the Bureau of
Business Besearch of the Ohio Stats University for 50 cents is especially
2
useftil for this purpose*
Numerous other booklists with science and technological materials
have been coi^>iled to aid public libraries in selecting materials. l%ie
Westchester County (New York) Library System has cooqjiled a I960 science
replacement list for use by its branches which was based on the list
prepared by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.^
A similar list was recently prepared by the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, for branch use*^
The Scunthorpe (England) Public Library accepts lists of
recommended materials from Industry, technical college staff lecturers,
institutions and the Regional Bureau of Records.^ The Hull (England)
^ainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Impact..*," op. eit. *
Vasserman, op. eit.




Librar7f selects materials bj scrutinizing the British National
Bibliography, publishers' circulars and other lists*^ Actual choice
of books is influenced by book reYiews, reputation of publishers or
by the recommendation of a specialist on the subject.
Duplication. — Three articles mentioned duplication of
materials. Duplication is kept at a minimum in some libraries and
others have specific pturposes for duplicating materials. The latter
was the case with the Chicago Public Library idien it pxirchased some
duplicate copies of reference books idiich were used for the collection
at the International Trade Fair. The Rugby (England) Library has
adopted a cooperative book buying policy with other public libraries
in the area to obviate duplication of expensive sets of books.^ A certain
amount of duplication occurs at the Liverpool (England) Library because
it is separated from the main technical library.^
Use. — One article analyzes the use of materials by way of a
survey idiieh was made by the Miami (Florida) Public Library. The
survey was made to determine which materials were in use in the various
business libraries and to ascertain how much these services were being
used. Questionnaires were sent to the 56 public libraries included in




Chandler, "Public library and the Business Community," op. cit.
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compiled by Rose Valnsteln (reported in March 1, I960 issue of Library
Journal).^ These questionnaires contained tables to measure expenditures
of various libraries in different population ranges and the relative
frequency of use of services provided by public libraries. Thirty-two,
or 85 per cent, of these questionnaires were retxirned. There were
seven libraries in a population zone over 1,000,000 vdilch spent as
much as $4>600 for the services and averaged $3^526. Twenty libraries
which spent $2,000 annually and averaged $1,440 were in a population
range of 100,000 to 250,000. Five libraries were in a population
range under 100,000 and spent $1,580 annually. These libraries
2
averaged $1,215 a year for services.
The materials most widely used daily were Moody* s Bond Survey,
Moody’s Stock Survey, the Klplinger Washington Letter and the Standard
and Poor Outlook. Services used three to 10 times per week include the
Commerce Clearing House Standard Federal Tax Reporter and Labor Law
Reporter. American Management Association Membership and the Prentice
Hall Federal Tax Service. Many of the services were held by more than
20 public libraries. All of the libraries held the Business Periodicals
Index and Moody's manuals and surveys. Forty-eight libraries made
available the l[lplinger Washington Letter. 36 libraries had the
Standard Rate and Data Service, 31 had current Commerce Clearing House
Standard Federal Tax Reporters and 21 libraries had Wieseberger's




Investment Reports, The previous discussions provide a current picture
of the use of many nationally known, well advertised and widely demanded
materials for idiich public libraries in the United States allocate a
sizable portion of their budgets or e:q>enditure8a^
Cooperation
Public libraries work hard to serve business and industry
accurately and effectively; but, sometimes this is not nearly enough.
In order to remedy this situation effectively and economically, public
libraries may seek and accept the cooperation of businesses, local
government and other libraries. The literature revealed these various
patterns of cooperation in action in some of the public libraries in the
United States and Great Britain (see Table 5)«
TABLE 5
ARTICLES BELATED TO COOPERATION





Businesses. — Examples of businesses cooperating with public libraries
were discussed in 13 articles. The Rochester (New York) Public Library
‘-Ibid.
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recelTed money from & business association to purchase annual company
reports on microcard and a microcard reader.^ Six large businesses in
Ashland^ Ohio, cooperated with the public library by contributing dis¬
carded issues of industrial periodicals included in the Industrial Arts
2
Index, £. H. Fenner reported that many business, labor and industrial
groups have recognized the valvtable service performed by their public
libraries and have taken an active part by stimulating the organization
and maintenance of business services and financing the book and periodical
collections.^
In Newark, New Jersey, the Cost Accountants Council gave the
public library money to puirchase authoritative books on cost accounting.
The Essex Coxmty Insurance Association gave the Newark Public Library
money to purchase volumes in the field of insurance. The Cleveland (Ohio)
Fashion Group and the Cleveland Shippers' Council have given the public
library funds to add materials to the collection on fashion as a business
and traffic management. The Eiwanis Club, in Elmira, New York, gave the
public library money to buy vocational books. The business firms and
associations in Baltimore, Maryland, pay money to the public library
according to a contract.^
The Chamber of Commerce of Kalamazoo, Michigan, cooperated with






the public library by permlttljig it to use their mailizig list to dis¬
tribute booklists. The local accountants* association of this city
contributed, at the request of the public library, fifty dollars for
the ptirchase of books selected by this association. This amount of
money was supposed to Increase proportionately with the use of the
business collection. As a result of increased interest, real estate
and insurance groups donated money for the piurchase of books which
their members might want to read. These businesses even helped this
library decide on the number of business books to buy and idiat materials
to weed from the collection.^
Commercial and trade associations, corporations, societies and
responsible individuals in Cleveland, Ohio, have continuously responded
in the public library’s behalf whenever there is a matter of legislation,
or appropriation. More specifically, the Chamber of Commerce sanctioned
an increase in the public library's budget because of its value to the
community*^
The Nashville, Tennessee, Chamber of Commerce provided the space
and equipment for the business branch of the Nashville Public Library and
the library supplied the personnel and materials.3 An editorial writer
for the Rutland (Vermont) Herald directed the public library's plan for
^hait, op. cit.
^ormelker, "Business Library Within...," op. cit.
%ryer, op. cit.
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small business clinicsi the local Chamber of Commerce financed the plan;
and, businesses, associations and societies throughout the Mew England
area cooperated by attending the clinics.^
In England, industries, technical college staff and other pro¬
fessional people cooperate with the Scunthorpe (England) Library by
recommending books for purchase*^ ' Local steel making concerns supply
this library with a weekly abstract btiUetin idilch is a valuable
source for current industrial information.^ Various businesses and
institutions in Elngstonmpon«4Itill, England, send pamphlets, booklists
and periodicals to the Hull Library upon request. These often contain
data not available elsevAiere and are considered valuable acquisitions.^
The Clearing House Association and the stock brokerage businesses,
in Indianapolis, Indiana, cooperated with the public library by helping
to finance and publicise its investor's program. The Chasiber of Conmerce
in Vermont cooperated with local public libraries by including
publicity plugs in its bulletin to eii$>ha8ize public library services
to the state's 600-mile active business center. Local newspapers
helped by printing interesting or provocative questions to attract the
5







Illinois Bell Telephone Coiq)an7 helped the Chicago Public Library, in
its participation in the U. S. International Trade Fair, by contributing
reference books and telephone directories representing some 50 cities*^
Philip Parish of the Omaha (Nebraska) Public Library advises
librarians to contact local businesses and organizations to find out
what they publish, how they define their particular fields and Aether
2
they have specialists on their staffs* Business and industrial coopera¬
tion in the various forms mentioned iiQjroved collections, enhanced the
use of the public library and stimulated closer public relations.
Libraries. — Cooperation between libraries is one way of
broadening the scope of public library services and ameliorating public
relations. Suggestions are offered in five articles and two articles
give exaiq>les of cooperation between libraries.
Andre S. Nielsen suggests that public libraries enter into
agreements with larger libraries that may be able to help with infor-
3
matlon that is needed. Keith G. Brown suggests that special libraries
cooperate with public libraries because of the current overlapping of
the application of the sciences.^ For public libraries in Georgia which
handle difficult business and technical requests, Margaret Kerr advises
the cooperation of the State Library Extension Service and use of the
Peterson, op. cit.
Parish, op. cit.
%ielsen, "The Librarian's Relationship...," op. cit.
^Brown, op. cit
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resources and services of the industrial libraries in the area.^ A
business official in Decatur, Illinois, urged public libraries to
cooperate with larger libraries*^ D. J, Urquhart suggests that British
public libraries pattern their techxiical collections after the technical
college libraries in order to decrease the overtdielmlng deicand in the
3
technical college libraries for technical information and literatures.
The literature revealed cooperation between libraries in three
library systems. The Eugby Library in England has records of the
holdings of most of the libraries in the area; this library also
supports a cooperative book buying policy which obviates duplication of
esqjensive business and technical materials.^ In Sheffield, England,
there is a 20»year old scheme in id^ch 30 member libraries not only
lend materials, but record their holdings in the Science and
Technology Department of the Central Library.^ Similarly, in the
United States, the Newberry, the Crerar and tiie Chicago Public Libraries
have this cooperation.
Local government. — One library reported on the fvinds received
from the local government. The city of Rugby, England, uses one-eighth









that local governments issue grants without government control to public
libraries performing commercial services*^ Such grants would be used for
regional specialisation and service improvement.
Technical Procedures
Technical procedures are a part of every library's organization^
but the literature only mentioned this in two articles. Subject index¬
ing and classification were discussed in one article as a means of saving
processing time and serving business and industry more efficiently. The
Hull Library, in England, achieved this goal by classifying trade catalogs
by product and indexing them under subject and name of manufacturer.
Other items such as panphlets, leaflets of an ephemeral nature and
approximately 100 Journals regularly clipped are arranged in classified
order and indexed under subjects only. As a soiirce of current infoxmiation
on economic topics such as cost of living, wages, production and employ¬
ment, the file is especially useftil.^
The second article deals with cataloging procedures in various
public library business collections. Many libraries catalog between 75
and 90 per cent of their book collection, but tiie Newark Business Branch
only catalogs 10 per cent of its book collection. Some libraries catalog
over half of their trade directories, but the Newark Business Branch and
the Minneapolis Public Library catalogs all of its trade directories, but
discards them after two years.^




There are some exceptions to the almost universal use of the Dewe7
Classification scheme. Exceptions include the Kirstein Business Branch
in Boston^ Massachusetts, udiich uses the Library of Congress "H" schedule
chiefly vith some of the "T" schedule being used for Industrial and
management subjects, and the Albany (New York) Business Branch uses the
Muskegon, Michigan, Classification of 1923 for its 650*s only and the
Dewey scheme for everything else. The most widely used classifications
used from the Dewey scheme Include 310*>319« 330* s, 368, 380*s and 650*8.
A few collections contain material in the field of technology and
municipal affairs. This represents some of the trends aikk practices in
technical processing in public libraries with business services.^
Administrative Procedures
Administrative procedures are helpful guides for library
persoxinel and the business clientele; however, vhen these rules and
regulations are missing, valuable materials may be lost and efficient
business services may be seriously disrupted. Therefore, Keith Brown
of the Texas Library Association encovtrages the establishment of clear
cut rules regarding library circulation procedures. The businessman
and industrialist are entitled to know whether scmie business and
technical periodicals or some reference books may be used outside of





Well-trained library personnel is the key to effective and
efficient service to business and industry. To achieve this proficiency.
Rose Vormelker suggests that librarians develop individual initiative,
read business and trade papers i<hich would reveal current business
problems, attend business conferences to hear about matters that are of
great concern at the moment and become members of union societies idiich
stimulate intellectual curiosity.^ The librarian should be accurate,
precise and expeditious in giving information. Paul Hoffman comments
on industry's Indebtedness to library personnel and libraries for
ejq^anding and inproving their facilities and preserving free access to
2
materials.
Rose Vainstein discusses a survey which divulges a serious
shortage of professional library personnel with science backgrounds.
This survey reported that most librarians' undergraduate work consisted
of majors in the humanities or social sciences* Only four per cent
of a sanple of 100 public librarians had undergraduate majors in pure
science. Librarians continue to study in the area of personal and
other academic interests. Only six per cent of the sanple read often
in the science field. Only half seldom or never read in science or
business economies.^
R. L* W. Colllson mentions the staff needs of the British
I&seum. He points out that British librarlanshlp needs leadership and
\ormelker, "Can the Public Library...," op. cit.
^Hoffman, op. cit.
%ainstein, "Science and Technology and Their Inpact.op. cit,
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service of the type provided by the Library of Congress if it is to
maintain the standards at which British organizations ainu^
Brice Carter, of the Department of Technology of the Carnegie
Library of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, eii^}hasizes the need for recruiting
technical librarians into the profession* The shortage is demonstrated
by libraries getting three technical librarians out of 800 library school
graduates in one year. Presently, the average niunber of technical
librarians graduating from library schools is from three to five annually.
As an exa^^)le of the urgent need for technical librarians, the University
of Pittsburgh Library School received 49 requests for technical
librarians in one year. This increasing shortage of technical library
personnel is a serious threat to effective library service and a major
handicap to engineers and scientists. Libraries could help minimize
this shortage by attracting qualified personnel with adequate salaries,
by offering summer jobs to undergraduates, using on-can^^us exhibits
illustrating services of the library and their in^ortance in research
2
and by sending two^ian teams to interview college seniors.
Clientele
Nine articles disctissed clientele in terms of types of businesses
using the public library, by occupations, sex and geographic location




Public Service Electric and Gae Con9>an7, Prudential Life Insurance
CompaDyf Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Coiq^any and the New Jersey Bell
Telephone CoiiQ)any.^
Edward H. Fenner, a librarian, discovered from various reports
that 50 per cent more men than women use the specialized business
branches. The San Francisco Public Library reports that 95 per cent
of its users are men. The Minneapolis Business Branch reports that
many of the women using the branch are secretaries and stenographers
getting information for male borrowers. The South Bend Business and
Technological Department serves a large unskilled labor group. The
predominant ranking by all libraries is white collar professional and
managerial, and the skilled and unskilled worker groups, in that order,
2
as the main users of the business branch library*
The clientele of the business branch of the Cleveland Public
Library Includes accountants and auditors, newspaper columnists, public
relations directors, planners for industry, production engineers and
public utility executives.^ One librarian speculated that industrial
workers are by far the largest users of business and Industrial services
in public libraries.^
George Chandler uses statistics to analyze the occupations, size
and geographic distribution of the clientele of the Liverpool (England)
^Mitchell, op, clt.
%enner, op. cit.
%ormelker, "Business LibraryWithin," op, clt.
%offnan, op. clt.
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Public Llbraxy. The aim of the library le primarily to serve skilled
craftsmen and the small firms >dilch are unable to maintain their ovn
technical information facilities. The largest group of subscribers came
from small firms. Statistically speaking, this library's clientele is
composed of 20 per cent engineers, seven per cent scientists, 4*5 per cent
draftsmen and 17 per cent lecturers and teachers. The geographic
locations of these library users were fairly widespread. Sixty-two per
cent were from Liverpool, 14 per cent from Merseyside, 19 per cent from
East Lancashire, East Cheshire and North Wales and four per cent were
from other areas.^
In Leeds, England, the Commercial Technical Library serves
technical students as well as businessmen*^ The type of clientele
served by the Dekalb County (Georgia) Public Library Includes executives,
highly skilled laborers and a few blue-collar workers.3 The Crandall
Public Library in Glen Falls, New York, tried to reach a larger
industrial public through occupational group registration*^ The Detroit
Public Library served a large Investment group after organizing the
investment program.^ The information above represents an overall picture
of the types of people served by a small sample of the public libraries
with separate business and industrial services*
Chandler, "Liverpool Technical Library...," op. cit.
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In the literatxire on public library services offered to biisiness
and industry, various trends, practices and theories were identified.
Four articles discussed growth of the business service by mentioning
pioneers of this service and citing many new developments concerning
the service. Organization of business service was treated in two
articles tdiich gave io^ortant points to be considered in arranging such
a service azKi revealed the prevailing practice in business library
organization. Registration was mentioned in one article as a part of
a plan utilized by the Crandall Public Library in Glen Falls, New Tork
to increase use of business services by registering business enployees
as a group or as a company.
Six articles discussed types of services. The first article
generally described the most widely used business services in over
three-fourths of the public libraries offering a separate service to
business. Other articles mentioned technical services, investment
services and mail borrowing services in various business and technical
libraries in the United States and Great Britain. The circulation
service was discussed briefly in two articles. The first article
reported on the circulation of indxistrial periodicals in only one
business library and the other gave statistics for circulation in
the business library in Boston, Massachusetts.
Twenty-eight articles referred to reference services. More
specifically, seven articles reported on telephone reference services,
seven articles mentioned information services and 14 articles discussed
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reference services in general vihlch Included suggestions for inq^rovement.
The telephone was used mainly in business branches to distribute information.
Two business libraries gave statistics representing the number of
telephone calls handled in one year. Another business library acquired
a large collection of telephone directories >diich helped tracers of
insurance companies and banks. The articles on Information services
mentioned the informaticm bureaux of Great Britain and the United States
and cited examples of requests for information and important business
sources. The articles on general reference services included discussions
of simple rules for reference services in public libraries, types of
reference services, suggestions for improving these services and
exaii9)les of bxisiness libraries >dxich did haproTre their reference
services. Bibliographic services were discussed in six articles. These
articles included discussions of the ^preparation, use and content of
various booklists, newsletters and annotated bibliographies issued
by business libraries to inform their clientele of the currently
available materials.
Public relations services were discussed at least once in
almost every article treated in the study. Some of the articles only
mentioned this service briefly, many others gave detailed public
relations procedures used business public libraries. The most
popular and effective methods of publicizing services included the use
of displays, exhibits, posters, newsletters mailed to newly organized
businesses, business associations and industrial organizations and the
use of all forms of communication media including library bulletins and
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various booklists. Other less popular productive publicity devices
include speaking at business meetings, taking out memberships in
various business associations and instituting business and industrial
programs in the library. Public libraries utilizing these public
relations techniques were located mainly in the North East with a
few in the Hid-¥est and one library in the South, the Nashville Public
Library,
British interlibrary loan services were discussed in five of the
seven articles which reported on this service. Host of the libraries
in this country have some type of loan service between libraries. One
of the articles gave suggestions for a city-wide union catalog and
another gave exaii^)le8 of libraries >diich were trying to e^edite inter-
library loan transactions. Seven articles discussed photo-reproduction
or one of its various forms. ^I^s topic was mentioned as a means of
being able to store more materials vdiich would give business and industry
access to more materials. The various forms mentioned included the
microcard, microprint and photostat services. The teletype service is
a new part of the public library program and was discussed in two
articles. Exan^les of it were mentioned as a means of inqprovlng
communication between libraries, rapidly distributing business information,
and increasing the number of interlibrary loan transactitnis. The
literature revealed three public library systems using this service,
two in the United States and one in England.
Extension service was discussed in four articles in regard to
four public library systems. The first article reported on book stations
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in factories in Indianapolis, Indiana, >ihich were operated by the
extension department of the local public library. The organization
and operation of this service was thoroughly explained. Including the
names of the various businesses which have these book stations. The
second article describes the extension service of the Chicago Public
Library which operates book stations in three large local businesses.
The third article mentions the use of the bookmobile service in the
Dekalb County (Georgia) Public Library System to serve its large
Industrial community.
The location of business materials was discussed geographically
and organizationally and exan^les of public libraries with various
locations were given. The most popular location of the business service
was in the commercial district in a separate building or in the main
library building with separate quarters. Organizationally speaking,
most business services were located with the technical services or
the industrial services. The literature >dilch discussed the results
from various business services of public libraries included national
and international responses. Some of the responses were described
statistically, some verbally, and some required extra work in the form
of preparing additional booklists or newsletters containing iiqjortant
business materials or e:}q}lanations of services*
There were numej^us soui^ses of business and industrial materials
reported in the literature. Some of these sources were suggested by
qualified library personnel and other sources were used by various public
libraries along with the suggested ones. Exan^les of sources of materials
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include various bibliographies, panqphlets, indexes, periodicals,
reports, business and industrial associations, societies, institutions,
clubs and friends of the library. Public libraries using these sources
were located in the West, KLd-West, North East and one library in the
South. The literature menticxied some of the most useful and basic
materials in public library collections. Such materials as handbooks,
marketing and statistical aids and books on accounting, banking,
insurance, finance and business administration are consideired basic and
useful types of business materials. Some libraries individually
reported on the types of business materials included in their collections.
For instance, the Hull Library in England is the depository for British
patents, the Eirstein Business Library in Boston, Massachxisetts, feat\ires
the Commercial and Financial Chronicle and the Chicago Public Library
mentions its large collection of newspapers and business periodicails.
Materials selection was discussed in six articles. One article
mentioned factors which unconsciously affect selection policies and
another article cited factors which generally determine selection policies.
Other articles listed book selection aids. Duplication of materials was
reported in the literature as being useful for one library. Two other
public libraries made an effort either to avoid duplicating materials
or to keep it at a minimum. One article reported on an analysis of the
use of business materials in 85 per cent of the 53 public libraries
holding such materials.
Examples of businesses cooperating with public libraries were
discussed in 13 articles. Over half of these articles mentioned such
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g]x>ups as in8\u:*ance compsuaies, fashion groups, shippers, real estate
firms, trade associations, scientific societies and responsible indivi¬
duals as having helped some of the large metropolitan public libraries
in the United States and England. Two articles offered suggestions for
getting the cooperation of businesses. Cooperation between libraries
was reported in seven articles. These articles contained very few
examples of this type of cooperation; but, there were numerous suggestions
reported by qualified librarians. One article commented on the
cooperation of the local government and another article contained
suggestions for moz^ city government cooperation with public libraries
in the form of grants.
Subject indexing and classification were mentioned as a meaxis
of saving time in technical processing. Other articles discussed
trends and practices in cataloging and classifying business materials
in public libraries such as the Newark Business Branch, Minneapolis
Public Library and the Kirstein Business Branch in Boston, Massachusetts,
and the Albany (New York) Public Library. £3q>licit administrative
procedures (zules and regulations) are suggested as a means of nwiH ng
sure that business clientele are familiar with circulation policies*
One librarian offered suggestions to public library personnel
for achieving proficiency in serving business and industry. An
industrialist praised public libraries and their personnel for expanding
and improving facilities to serve business and industry. One article
revealed the shortage of public library personnel with science backgrovuids.
Another article mentioned the professional staff shortage in the British
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Musexua. And one article discussed personnel and revealed practical
sviggestions for recruiting librarians vdiich would help eliminate this
serious shortage of librar7 personnel.
Various public libraries in the United States and England
reported on the types of businesses and people they served. Businesses
were named and the library's clientele were identified by occupation^
sex and geographic location.
A quantitative summary of the topics identified in the
periodical literature Includes the following conclusions: (l) services
to business and industry were mentioned 106 times in the literature, (2)
materials in public business library collections were discussed 31
times, (3) cooperation was discussed in 22 articles, (4) technical
procedures were mentioned in three articles, (3) suggested administrative
procedures appeared in only one article with reference to two subtopics,
zniles and regulations, (6) public library personnel shortages were




As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this stud7 was
to make an analysis of 52 periodical articles and to chronologically
trace the trends, problems, ideas and attitudes relating to public
library service to business and industry from 1949 through 1961. On
the basis of the material found in the literature, the following con¬
clusions were reached.
Table 1 shows the yearly distribution of the 52 articles among
the various periodicals. Table 2 shows the professional identity of the
authors of the literature analyzed in this study.
The business service has grown tremendously since its establish¬
ment in 1904* We can e:q>ress our gratitude to such pioneers as John
Cotton Dana, Andrew Carnegie, Stephen Ward, Peter Cooper and more recently
Marian Manley for starting and helping to develop the business service.
In spite of this 50-year period of rapid development, public libraries
must double this growth in order to accurately, efficiently and effectively
serve business and industry in the future. The trends and practices
irelative to organization of business service are similar in many public
libraries. The business library is usually organized as a separate
department, section or alcove* American and British public libraries
consider similar factors in determining the type of organization a
business service should have. Many public libraries are either ignoring
or are not aware of the importance or significance of a group registration
plan. The literature mentioned only one plan effectively used by one
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public library. Only one trend could be Identified from the types of
services mentioned in the literature. There was a great public demand
for technical services in England and financial services in the United
States. Public libraries evidently do not consider the circulation of
business materials an important part of the business service. Perhaps,
the libraries which reported on the circulation seznrice are among the
new libraries that have made the businessman aware of the materials
that may be taken outside the library for use. The literature indicates
that too few libraries consider the telephone service, information
services and general reference service important enough to give practical
siiggestions for the iJi^rovemsnt of these services. A small number of
libraries gave exas^les of questions answered, information sources used
and those sources which could be used to fill requests. There should
be more libraries publicizing their problems. Information sources and
eaqjlaining reference services offered to business and industry.
Bibliographic services are mostly offered by the larger business
libraries in the North East, West and Kid-West in the United States and
some of the larger libraries in England. In order to keep abreast of
the industrial literature and to meet the demands of the developing
industries in the South, Southern public libraries might make known or
establish their own bibliographic services or utilize the ones available
in the larger business public libraries in the North East. There were
no bibliographic services disciissed in any of the public libraries in
the South. Public relations services have been used quite productively
by most of the large public business libraries in the United States and
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England. The most widely used forms of publicity include the use of
displays, exhibits, posters and all types of communication media
including library bulletins and various booklists. Less popular
publicity devices are: attending business meetings. Joining business
associations and industrial organizations, having interviews and
establishing business programs in the business library. Many of the
suggested public relations techniques were utilized by one or more
of the business libraries represented in the literature. Public relations
services are major parts of the business library's current program.
The literature revealed some very effective, coii5)etent and
coiqprehensive interlibrary loan services in British public libraries.
These services make available to businessmen and industrialists over
30,000 technical books. The literature discussed this service in only
one library in the United States. More American public libraries should
be concerned about this service.
More libraries should use materials that are on microcard or in
microprint, especially those libraries with limited space or those vdiich
need more space. Very few JLibraries reported using these forms of
photo-reproduction. Teletype service is used by only two libraries in
the United States and one in England. These public libraries demon¬
strated that this mechanism in^^roves communication between libraries,
hastens interlibrary loan transactions and gives businessmen speedy
access to business and industrial information.
Extension service to business and industry in the form of book
stations and bookmobile service was utilized in only two states in the
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mid-western part of the United States. One business organization In
another state requested book stations, but the literature did not
Indicate whether this service was established. Maybe, there are
other business concerns that are Interested In book stations for their
en^jloyees.
Most business services are located In the commercial district
In a part of the main library building or In a separate building. Some
British technical library services are located In the central building
In separate quarters. Separate quarters for business libraries permits
Independent seirvlce and flexibility of rules and regulations. Most of
the public libraries which established various business programs and
services received fruitful results from their efforts. Quite a few of
these libraries were located In relatively large metropolitan urban
areas*
The literature revealed numerous sources of materials which were
used, produced and suggested by various public libraries. There was
a small number of libraries using these sources of materials in com¬
parison with the large number of soxirces. Many business concerns,
government agencies, associations, clubs and responsible indlvid\ials
either contribute materials free, request small services in return or
charge nominal fees. Most of the types of materials suggested In the
literature were In the collections of many of the public business
libraries mentioned In the literature. Types of materials discussed
In the literature are basic to the collection of assy p\:ibllc library
offering a business service*
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The literature revealed material duplication practices in only
three public library systems. One system used duplicate materials for
the collection of a demonstration business library at a trade fair.
Another library tried to avoid duplicating expensive materials and a
third library kept it at a mi ni imim. E^qjensive materials should only
be duplicated udien there is sufficient demand.
According to the literature, the following materials were most
widely used by businessmen: Moody* s surveys, the Kipllnger Washington
Letter. Standard and Poor Outlook. Commerce Clearing House Standard Tax
Reporter and Labor Law Reporter. American Management Association Member¬
ship and the Prentice Hall Federal Tax Reporter.
Numerous public libraries with business service have requested
and received the cooperation of businesses, associations, societies
and clubs of many large cities. There were very few examples cited of
cooperation between libraries; nevertheless, there were several suggestions
for this cooperation. Some small business libraries should try to work
together to 8iq)plement their small inadequate collections. Grants from
the local government to purchase business materials are non-existent
according to the literature. Public libraries in the South West and
South East badly need these grants to serve adequately rapidly develop¬
ing Industrial conmunities.
General practices and trends in technical processing were revealed
in the literature. Most public libraries use the Dewey 3CX)'8 and the
650's for classifying business materials. Two exceptions to this rule
were reported; one public library uses the Library of Congress "H"
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schedule mainly and the "T” schedule for industrial loanagement subjects
and another library uses the Muskegon, Michigan, Classification of 1923
for its 650* s only and the Dewey scheme for everything else. Many
business branches catalog over three-fourths of the collection; the
exception to this rule includes the Newark Business Branch which
catalogs only 10 per cent of its collection. A \mique method of saving
time in detailed cataloging and accessioning is to classify trade
catalogs by product and index them under subject. Similarly, ephemeral
materials may be indexed under subject. Such a procedure is flexible,
economical, easy and saves valuable staff time.
There was a report of a lack of adequate administrative pro¬
cedures. Evidently, most businesses have had no trouble with libraries'
existing rules and regulations. Only one article in the 13-year period
covered suggested methods of developing proficient librarians. This is
a notable weakness in the professional literature. A serious shortage
of qualified professional librarians was reported in the literature,
especially librarians with science and technical backgrovinds. These
shortages exist in libraries in the United States and England. There
was only one article iidilch gave suggesti<xis for minimizing this staff
shortage.
The literature reported that more men than women use the business
services of public libraries. Many of the women who use the library
are getting information for men. Large businesses using the business
library include utility conqjanies, insurance ccmpanles, telephone
conqjanies and some Industzdal concerns. The predominant ranking of
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clients' occupations b7 most libraries include white collar professional
and managerial and the skilled and ttnskilled worker groups, in that
order. More specific exan$>le8 of the clientele of business libraries
are auditors, accountants, newspaper columnists, utility executives
and public relations directors*
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